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Abstract

Purpose—The objective of this work is to test the validity of the Gaussian approximation for prostate motion through characterization of its spatial distribution.

Methods and Materials—Real-time intrafraction prostate motion was observed using Calypso 4-dimensional (4D) nonradioactive electromagnetic tracking system. We report the results from a total of 1024 fractions from 31 prostate cancer patients. First, the correlation of prostate motion in right/left (RL), anteroposterior (AP), and superoinferior (SI) direction were determined using Pearson’s correlation of coefficient. Then the spatial distribution of prostate motion was analyzed for individual fraction, individual patient including all fractions, and all patients including all fractions. The displacement in RL, AP, SI, oblique, or total direction is fitted into a Gaussian distribution, and a Lilliefors test was used to evaluate the validity of the hypothesis that the displacement is normally distributed.

Results—There is high correlation in AP/SI direction (61% of fractions with medium or strong correlation). This is consistent with the longitudinal oblique motion of the prostate, and likely the effect from respiration on an organ confined within the genitourinary diaphragm with the rectum sitting posteriorly and bladder sitting superiorly. In all directions, the non-Gaussian distribution is more common for individual fraction, individual patient including all fractions, and all patients including all fractions. The spatial distribution of prostate motion shows an elongated shape in oblique direction, indicating a higher range of motion in the AP and SI directions.

Conclusions—Our results showed that the prostate motion is highly correlated in AP and SI direction, indicating an oblique motion preference. In addition, the spatial distribution of prostate motion is elongated in an oblique direction, indicating that the organ motion dosimetric modeling...
using Gaussian kernel may need to be modified to account for the particular organ motion character of prostate.

Introduction

During prostate cancer external beam radiation therapy, the knowledge of organ motion is essential to ensure conformed dose delivery to the target while minimizing toxicity to the surrounding organs at risk. Organ motion leads to smearing of dose distribution, causing reduced sharpness of intended dose conformality (1, 2). Interfraction motion will not cause blurring in a given fraction; rather, the total accumulated dose distribution will be blurred. To characterize and minimize the interfraction motion, various daily localization techniques have been developed, such as surface fiducial or 3-point surface alignment, implanted fiducial, or bony landmark with on board imaging, ultrasound, and kV/mV CBCT (3–5). Meanwhile, the daily intrafraction motion also plays an essential role in determining treatment planning margin (6), and may be a function of how frequent the prostate motion is sampled during a course of treatment (7).

Decreasing the planning target volume (PTV) margins can potentially reduce the radiation exposure to normal tissue and limit the toxicity and side effect for treatment. To decrease PTV margins in a safe manner, precise understanding and proper modeling of the intrafraction motion is critical. High precision, real-time intrafraction prostate motion was obtained using Calypso 4D nonradioactive electromagnetic tracking system. Three electromagnetic transponders (“Beacon”) were implanted into the prostate. During daily radiation treatments, the Beacon transponders communicated with the Calypso System through nonionizing radiofrequency signal and the prostate isocenter displacement in SI, AP, and lateral directions is recorded at a 10-Hz frequency. The availability of these measurements allows us to evaluate and characterize the intrafraction prostate motion in detail—in particular, whether or not the motion errors can be represented by a Gaussian function.

The objectives of this work were: (1) to investigate the directional dependence and correlation of prostate motion; and (2) to characterize and quantify the spatial distribution of the prostate motion.

Methods and Materials

Patient and calypso implantation procedure

A total of 31 patients were included in this study. These subjects were clinically diagnosed with prostate cancer and treated with intensity modulated radiation therapy at the Taussig Cancer Institute at Cleveland Clinic. Three Beacon electromagnetic transponders were implanted into the prostate via transrectal ultrasound guidance before the radiation treatment. Intrafractional motion of the prostate is monitored at 10-Hz frequency of the RL, AP, and SI displacement of the isocenter using the Calypso 4-dimensional (4D) tracking system. Our Calypso technique, which was instrumental in initial US Food and Drug Administration approval for the Calypso system, has been previously described (8, 9). Briefly, all patients were treated in the supine position with a band placed around the feet, a
wedge under the knees, a ring for the hands on the chest, and a Vac-Loc bag for daily immobilization purposes. They were instructed to drink 500 mL of fluid 4 hours before the daily treatments. A low-residue diet was encouraged during treatments and patients were encouraged to have a bowel movement earlier during the day before treatments. Typical intensity modulated radiation therapy treatments included 38–39 daily fractions, and only the fractions consisting of a minimum of 3 minutes’ continuous tracking data are included in the analysis, resulting in a total of 1024 fractions.

**Prostate motion direction correlation**

To characterize the directional dependency of prostate motion, the correlation in RL, AP, and SI direction from tracking data were determined using Pearson’s correlation of coefficient. The magnitude of correlation coefficient ≥0.7 indicates a strong correlation between 2 directions. Medium correlation is defined by the magnitude of correlation coefficient between 0.5 and 0.7. The magnitude of correlation coefficient between 0.3 and 0.5 indicates a low correlation, and little if any correlation exists for those data pairs whose magnitude of coefficient is <0.3. A 99% confidence interval for the correlation coefficient is required.

**Prostate motion distribution analysis: individual fraction**

The procedure to account for motion and setup error in dose calculation uses Gaussian approximation to describe the blurring effect. Because it has been long believed that prostate motion and setup errors are random, Gaussian approximation is considered to be good without loss of generality, especially after multiple fractions based on the central limit theorem (2, 10). To evaluate the validity of the Gaussian approximation assumption, the prostate motion was characterized using real-time tracking data during radiation treatment.

For each fraction of each patient, the tracking data indicating displacement in RL (x axis) direction, AP (y axis) direction, and SI (z axis) direction was obtained. The total displacement in the oblique direction \( \sqrt{y^2+z^2} \) and the total displacement in all directions \( \sqrt{x^2+y^2+z^2} \) were also calculated. Afterward, the displacement was fitted into a Gaussian distribution and was used to evaluate the validity of the hypothesis that the distribution is normally distributed. The Lilliefors test was used when the null distribution is unknown and has to be estimated (11). This was suitable for our study because we were interested in whether or not the distribution is Gaussian with any mean and variance.

**Prostate motion distribution measurement: total fractions of one patient**

We evaluated the validity of the Gaussian approximation assumption of accumulative fractions of prostate motion from a single patient. Only those patients who had more than 30 valid fractions were included in this analysis, resulting in 24 patients in total. All the fractions of displacement tracking data were combined into a single array, and displacement in RL, AP, SI, oblique, and all directions were calculated for each patient. The same Gaussian distribution test was used to quantify the displacement on an individual patient level.
Prostate motion distribution measurement: total fractions from all patients

Last, we evaluated the validity of Gaussian approximation assumption of accumulative fractions of prostate motion from all patients on a population level. The recorded displacements from all 24 patients who had more than 30 fractions of tracking data were combined into one large array. Again, the same Gaussian distribution test was used to quantify the displacement at an all-fraction, all-patient level.

Results

Prostate motion correlation in AP and SI directions

Visually, the AP and SI displacement tends to move together as shown in the first row in Figure 1. The result for the correlation analysis is shown in Table 1. Thirty-nine percent of the fractions show strong correlation in the AP/SI direction, whereas only 12% and 14% of the fractions show strong correlation in RL/AP and RL/SI directions. Moreover, 42% and 44% of the fractions show no correlation in RL/AP and RL/SI directions. The high percentage of correlation in the AP/SI direction (61% medium or strong correlation) is consistent with the longitudinal oblique motion of the prostate, and likely from the effect of respiration on an organ confined within the genitourinary diaphragm with the rectum sitting posterior and the bladder sitting superiorly.

Prostate motion distribution measurement: individual fraction

The results are shown in Table 2. Four examples were selected for presentation as shown in Figure 1.

Case 1 (first column)—This case shows relatively small and stable prostate motion throughout the fraction. The histograms revealed that the displacement in all directions are normally distributed, indicating a random motion in all directions. The 3-dimensional displacement spatial distribution shown in the last row indicates a uniform, small motion in all directions. This is the ideal case where the patient has both constrained physical movement and little internal organ motion.

Case 2 (second column)—This case shows high range of motion with several excursions. In contrast to case 1, the histogram reveals that none of the displacement in any direction is normally distributed. All of them have multiple peaks on their histogram plots. Accordingly, there is no clear pattern of the spatial distribution of the transponder displacement in all directions as shown in the last row.

Case 3 (third column)—This case shows an overall stable motion with a period of excursion toward the end of the treatment. The histogram reveals that the displacement in RL directions shows a nice Gaussian distribution. However, the displacements are not normally distributed in all other directions. As shown in Table 2, 13.6% of all 1024 available fractions had Gaussian distribution in the RL directional the percentage is higher than other directions. The spatial distribution of the transponder displacement shows an elongated pattern in oblique direction, indicating a larger range of motion in AP and SI directions.
Case 4 (fourth column)—This case shows an overall stable but drifting prostate motion. The histogram reveals that the displacement in RL, AP, SI, and oblique directions are not normally distributed where multiple peaks in histogram are observed. However, the displacement in total direction is normally distributed. As shown in the last row, the spatial distribution of the transponder displacement shows an overall uniform distribution in all directions regardless of the non-Gaussian distribution in each individual direction.

In all directions, the non-Gaussian distribution is more common. The RL direction has a higher percentage of Gaussian distribution than other directions.

Prostate motion distribution measurement: total fractions of one patient

The results are shown in Table 3. Three examples were selected for presentation as shown in Figure 2. The number of tracking data is large, and the plot in the first row is downsampled to select every tenth data for presentation purpose.

Patient 1 (first column)—This patient shows overall confined range of prostate motion throughout the treatment. The histograms revealed that the displacements in all directions are normally distributed except the RL direction. The 3-dimensional displacement spatial distribution shown in the last row indicates a uniformly distributed motion in all directions.

Patient 2 (second column)—This patient shows higher range of motion. In contrast to patient 1, the histogram reveals that none of the displacements in any direction is normally distributed. Even though all the histogram is single peaked, the distribution fails to satisfy the normality test based on the shape of the histogram. Accordingly, the spatial distribution of the transponder displacement shows an elongated distribution in oblique direction, indicating a larger range of motion in the AP and SI directions.

Patient 3 (third column)—This patient has large range of motion. Although the histogram revealed the normal distribution in the RL and oblique directions, all the displacements in other directions do not have normal distribution. The spatial distribution of the transponder displacement again shows an elongated distribution in oblique direction.

Again, the non-Gaussian distribution is more common for all directions, and the RL direction has a higher percentage of Gaussian distribution than other directions. A total of 33% and 16.7% of all patients have normally distributed RL and total motion, respectively, and this ratio is approximately twice the percentage for individual fraction for each patient. The accumulative effect from all fractions may explain the increased percentage.

Prostate motion distribution measurement: total fractions from all patients

The results are shown in Figure 3. The number of tracking data is large and the plot in the first row is downsampled to select every hundredth data for presentation purpose. All the tracking data were combined to evaluate whether the Gaussian distribution is a good approximation at a population level. Even through all the histograms have only a single peak (Fig 3b), all of them failed the normality test. The 3-dimensional displacement plot clearly shows an elongated patterned in oblique direction, indicating this trend works at a population level.
Discussion

The intrafraction motion effect is normally modeled and included in the treatment planning as a Gaussian function with random distribution. Bortfeld et al have developed simulation tools and theoretically demonstrated the random motion effect (2, 12). This was also demonstrated using oscillating phantoms experimentally (13–15). Under this assumption, a Gaussian kernel was applied to account for the dose distribution blurring effect caused by organ motion (1, 16). With the 10-Hz real-time tracking data during radiation therapy, we demonstrated that the simple Gaussian-shaped operator may need to be modified for prostate motion because of its specific characteristics. For instance, the higher magnitude of prostate motion is observed in AP and SI directions because of the oblique longitudinal movement of respiration on an organ sitting within the genitourinary diaphragm and confined by the bladder superiorly and the rectum inferiorly. It is also possible that the muscles making up the pelvic floor may limit prostate motion, mainly in the oblique direction. Indeed, this effect is also observed by other researchers previously. Using kV fluoroscopy, Adamson and Wu reported a population mean of 0.1-, 0.5-, and 0.6-mm motion in the RL, AP, and SI axes, respectively (17, 18). Using gold seed fiducial markers, Quan et al observed the mean intra-fraction prostate displacements were −0.03, 0.21, and −0.86 mm in RL, AP, and SI directions, respectively (19). Using Calypso, Willoughby et al reported prostate displacements of 0.9 ± 0.35 mm, 3.61 ± 3.13 mm, and 3.92 ± 4.32 mm in RL, AP, and SI directions, respectively (9). Our results are consistent with the previous clinical reports and suggest that a modified operator should be used to account for the spatial variation of organ motion.

The visual correlation of AP and SI directions has been reported using Calypso electromagnetic tracking system. Kupelian et al reported that a visual review of 1157 fractions of tracking data reveals that the longitudinal (SI direction) and vertical (AP direction) data tend to move together over the tracking session, consistent with the prostate motion being affect by bladder and rectum filling (8). Likewise, we quantified the level of correlation and found about 61% of the tracking data exhibiting strong to medium correlation in AP and SI directions. This conclusion demonstrated that PTV may be reduced in RL direction independently.

Our findings of non-Gaussian prostate motion on an individual and population level are likely a result of the anatomical design of the pelvic floor. The pelvic floor is constituted by the pelvic diaphragm, which is shaped like a funnel, with muscular partitions caused by the levator ani and the coccygeus muscle. The levator ani is further subclassified into the iliococcygeus, pubococcygeus, and puborectalis muscles. All 3 of these muscles run horizontally from an AP direction and are situated laterally to the prostate to form a sling around the prostate (Appendix A, Fig 1). It is possible that because of this sling formation around the prostate motion, the prostate is limited to motion mainly in the AP and SI directions. Laterally, the muscles may limit this motion. The muscular construct of the pelvic floor is one possible explanation of our findings. It is likely that respiration causes motion of the prostate in the SI direction, whereas the anterior deflection of the rectum deflects this motion towards the SP direction. Another explanation may be that the bladder located superiorly and the rectum located posteriorly, both of which are compressible.
organs, may also allow for the SI directional movement of the prostate because of respiration to be deflected in an AP direction, especially if the bladder and rectum are full. Hence, this could also cause the prostate to exhibit more of an oblique motion as noted in our findings. Further work by our group is ongoing to assess the impact of respiration and may provide us with further insights about the physiological process that lead to the oblique motion patterns noted in our study.

Conclusion

Prostate motion cannot be accurately described using Gaussian distribution, disregarding the spatial characteristic of the organ motion. The high-frequency, real-time treatment tracking data indicate that the prostate motion is highly correlated in the AP and SI directions, indicating an oblique motion preference. In addition, the spatial distribution of prostate motion is elongated in an oblique direction at the individual fraction level, individual patient level, and population level. Future dosimetric kernel’s modeling prostate motion will need to be modified.
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Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Summary

The objective of this work is to test the validity of the Gaussian approximation for prostate motion through characterization of its spatial distribution using Calypso 4D nonradioactive electromagnetic tracking system. Our results showed that the prostate motion is highly correlated in the AP and SI directions. In addition, the spatial distribution of prostate motion is elongated in an oblique direction, indicating that the organ motion dosimetric modeling using Gaussian kernel may need to be modified.
Fig. 1.
Examples of prostate motion distribution analysis for individual fraction. (Row 1) Raw tracking data. (Rows 2–7) Histogram plot for right/left (RL), anteroposterior (AP), superoinferior (SI), oblique, and total directions. (Red line) Gaussian fit of the tracking data overlaid on the histogram. (Row 7) Spatial distribution of the transponder displacement. The upper limit of the x, y, and z axes are set to 6 mm. A color version of this figure can be seen at redournal.org.
Fig. 2. Examples of prostate motion distribution analysis for individual patient including all fractions. (Row 1) Downsampled raw tracking data. (Rows 2–7) Histogram plot for right/left (RL), anteroposterior (AP), superoinferior (SI), oblique, and total directions. (Red line) Gaussian fit of the tracking data overlaid on the histogram. (Row 7) Spatial distribution of the transponder displacement. The upper limit of the x, y, and z axes are set to 12 mm. A color version of this figure can be seen at redournal.org.
Fig. 3.
Examples of the displacement analysis. (a) Downsampled raw tracking data. (b) Spatial distribution of the transponder displacement. The upper limit of the x, y, and z axes are set to 20 mm. (c–f) Histogram plot for right/left (RL), anteroposterior (AP), superoinferior (SI), oblique, and total directions. (Red line) Gaussian fit of the tracking data overlaid on the histogram. A color version of this figure can be seen at redournal.org.
### Table 1

The result for correlation analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>RL/AP</th>
<th>RL/SI</th>
<th>AP/SI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strong ($R \geq 0.7$)</td>
<td>123 (12%)</td>
<td>141 (14%)</td>
<td><strong>401 (39%)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium ($0.5 \leq R &lt; 0.7$)</td>
<td>202 (9%)</td>
<td>190 (18%)</td>
<td>231 (22%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak ($0.3 \leq R &lt; 0.5$)</td>
<td>273 (23%)</td>
<td>247 (26%)</td>
<td>173 (17%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None ($R &lt; 0.3$)</td>
<td><strong>427 (42%)</strong></td>
<td><strong>447 (44%)</strong></td>
<td>220 (21%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Abbreviations: AP = anteroposterior; RL = right/left; SI = superoinferior.*

The boldface red text emphasizes the strong correlation in AP/SI direction and weak correlation in the RL/AP and RL/SI directions.
Table 2

The result of prostate motion distribution analysis for individual fractions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RL x axis</th>
<th>AP y axis</th>
<th>SI z axis</th>
<th>Oblique $\sqrt{x^2+y^2}$</th>
<th>Total $\sqrt{x^2+y^2+z^2}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of fractions</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of total</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: AP = anteroposterior; RL = right/left; SI = superoinferior.

A total of 1024 fractions were included in the analysis.
Table 3
The result of prostate motion distribution analysis for individual patient including all fractions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RL \ x axis</th>
<th>AP \ y axis</th>
<th>SI \ z axis</th>
<th>Oblique (\sqrt{x^2+y^2})</th>
<th>Total (\sqrt{x^2+y^2+z^2})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of patients with Gaussian distribution</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of patients with Gaussian distribution</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: AP = anteroposterior; RL = right/left; SI = superoinferior.

A total of 24 patients were included in the analysis.